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Abstract— Distributed choice-based control systems are those
where the controls exerted by the agents depend on the choices
they have individually selected. They form an interesting class of
decentralized systems in which control strategies are entangled
with information structures. This paper focuses on linear
systems that are jointly manipulated by multiple agents. We
show how target-realizing controls depend on the information
possessed by the agents and how control actions can serve
as signaling tools. Related issues including feasibility and
optimality of control laws are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Decentralization of large-scale systems inevitably intro-
duces non-classical information structure to distributed a-
gents, i.e., agents cannot acquire the same information at
the same time [1]. To operate as a group, communication be-
comes necessary and agents need to exchange with each oth-
er their individual observations, ideas or objectives. However,
explicit communication systems (having physical communi-
cation channels, cable or wireless) may be costly in situations
such as massive agents interaction or be forbidden and even
unavailable to use in radio silence. Then, information may be
disclosed by implicit signs. For example, people in a street
may not be explicitly informed of a bad traffic congestion but
may still deduce this fact by observing surrounding vehicles.

In a control system, the controlled plant can be regarded as
a communication channel and control actions of each control
agent, in addition to controlling the plant, can serve as a
means for transmitting information. Implicit communication
is thus informally defined in [2]. This idea has long been
noticed since the celebrated “Witsenhausen’s counterexam-
ple” [3]–[5]. Recently, there are increasing interests on direct
application of controlled motion for information transmission
[6] [7] and applied to interactive dance of human beings and
robots [8]. Other examples of explicit communication are
found in vehicle routing problems [9].

In this paper, we study the application of control to
communicate choices of multiple agents. The choices can
be interpreted as an agent’s ideas, demands or objectives.
For example, voting decisions in economic or political
community, and set-points of domestic electrical appliances
in a smart grid. Since the choice selected by an agent is
only known to the agent itself, non-classical information
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structure is thus created in the system. Moreover, the system
target is an amalgamated totality of the agents’ choices.
For illustration, consider a sensor positioning system where
multiple users, each of whom has a bunch of areas to
monitor, share a common sensor. Then, the target position of
the sensor (defined as the circumcenter of all selected regions
for example) will be determined by the selected areas of all
agents. For all possible choice combinations, there will be
a set of candidate targets. We are interested in investigating
distributed algorithms that can realize any of these targets
when chosen by the agents subject to such a information
structure. This is called the choice-based target realization
(CBTR) problem, which was first introduced in [10] [11]
for information-based systems to determine the amount of
information exchange and control cost.

This class of choice-based systems bring in new problems
such as the feasibility of linear controllers and the increased
cost incurred by the signaling role of controls. Without
explicit communication, it is shown in [12] that the existence
of CBTR control for a class of bilinear systems depends
on the rank of the system mapping and the control cost
is much higher than that with direct communication. For
linear systems in [13], the feasibility of linear control laws
is found to be determined by how the targets are organized
and solutions for some constrained set of targets are derived.

In this paper, we further this line of investigation by
concentrating on linear dynamical systems with a general
set of targets. Control protocols are categorized by rounds
of communication and control strategy cycles. Optimal con-
trol strategies of two control protocols are presented: the
controllers of the single-round protocol are linear but can
only solve CBTR problems with target sets satisfying certain
conditions to be specified later; the two-round protocol uses
control actions for information signaling in one round so that
arbitrary collection of targets can be realized. The price of
control-signaling is that the control laws are nonlinear.

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II states the problem formulation. In Section III, con-
ditions for the targets to be realized without communications
are presented and the optimal single-round control law is
derived. In Section IV, the new control-signaling strategy
is proposed and its performance is evaluated. A simulation
example validates our results. Conclusions and future works
are provided in Section VI.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Consider a set of L control agents with index set I =
{1, 2, · · · , L}. At some initial time, each agent l ∈ I makes
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a choice il ∈ Cl from its own choice set Cl = {1, 2, . . . , Nl}
with probability pill (

∑
il∈Cl p

il
l = 1,∀l ∈ I). Corresponding

to that choice il, a control law uill (t) is provided to a linear
system with dynamics described by

ẋî(t) = Axî(t) +

L∑
l=1

Blu
il
l (t), xî(t0) = x0, (1)

where î ∈ {(i1, i2, . . . , iL) : i1 ∈ C1, . . . , iL ∈ CL} is an
instance of the choice outcome combination of all agents,
xî(t) ∈ Rn is the state, uill (t) ∈ Rml , A ∈ Rn×n, and
Bl ∈ Rn×ml . Define Uî(t) = {ui11 (t), ui22 (t), · · · , uiLL (t)}
as the control profile when agents 1 to L have the joint
choice outcome î = i1, i2, · · · , iL. And denote the set of
agent l’s controls corresponding to its choice set Cl at time
t by Ul(t) = {uill (t), il ∈ Cl}. Thus U(t) = {Ul(t), l ∈ I}
contains all control laws of all agents.

For any î there is a system output target, Hî, to be reached
at terminate time tf . Then, there will be N1 · N2 · . . . · NL

targets in total (some of them may have the same values),
and they can be compactly represented and cited as entries
of a target tensor, H = [Hî]. These targets represent
different objectives of the system corresponding to the choice
outcomes of the agents and are assumed pre-defined.

As a decentralized control system, each agent has no priori
information about the others’ choice decisions at the initial
time, so the target state to be reached is undetermined to each
agent and communication policies may be required in order
to achieve it. Here arises the so called choice-based target
realization (CBTR) problem: for a given target tensor H, find
control protocols (control and communication strategies) for
the L agents such that any target state Hî in H, when chosen
by the agents at the initial time t0, can be realized within
finite time [t0, tf ], i.e., make sure

xî(tf ) := x(tf ,Uî) = Hî. (2)

If a control protocol allows explicit communication among
agents so that agents can fully disclose their choices to each
other, then the problem reduces to a centralized one and
the control strategy would be a series of target-reaching
control sets {uî1, uî2, · · · , uîL}, one for each target Hî. We
call the control strategies in such a control protocol choice-
free. However, without direct communication channels, an
arbitrarily given target tensor H may not be realized (see
section III). Hence, control actions may be used as means
for information signaling.

Divide the time horizon [t0, tf ] into finite number of
intervals [t0, t1], [t1, t2], · · · , [tk−1, tf ] and call the interval
[tj−1, tj ] as round j. In each round [tj−1, tj ], agents observe
the system information at tj−1 and then exert control actions,
either for the purpose of signaling or for control, to the
system. And the system runs in open-loop during each round.
In the following sections, we design single-round control
protocols in section III and two-round in section IV which
shows how control actions are used for signaling.

In this paper, we also want to minimize the following
averaged performance indicator

J(U,H, γ) =
1

2

∫ tf

t0

L∑
l=1

Nl∑
il=1

pill u
il
l (t)Tuill (t)dt

+
γ

2

∑
{î}

pî[xî(tf )−Hî]
T [xî(tf )−Hî],

where 0 ≤ γ ∈ R is a weighting coefficient, and pî =∏L
l=1 p

il
l is the joint probability of the choice outcome î.

This performance indicator concerns global optimality of
each agent’s control laws.

To simplify the analysis, we make the following assump-
tion without loss of generality.

Assumption 1: Each item in the choice set of an agent has
an equal probability to be chosen by that agent, i.e. for every
l ∈ I, pill = 1

Nl
,∀il ∈ Cl.

So, the above cost function is rewritten as

J(U,H, γ) =
1

2

∫ tf

t0

L∑
l=1

1

Nl

Nl∑
il=1

uill (t)Tuill (t)dt

+
γ

2
∏L

l=1Nl

∑
{î}

[xî(tf )−Hî]
T [xî(tf )−Hî]

(3)

Assumption 2: System (1) is controllable by each agent,
i.e., for l = 1, 2, . . . , L, (A, Bl) are controllable pairs, or
the controllability Grammians

Wl(t0, tf ) =

∫ tf

t0

Φ(tf , τ)BlB
T
l ΦT (tf , τ)dτ (4)

are invertible, where Φ(t, s) = eA(t−s) is the transition
matrix.

This assumption highlights that all agents share the same
system information except each others’ choices. For general
decentralized control systems, their control problems with
choices could be very difficult and remain open.

Notations: I is an identity matrix of proper dimension.
For brevity, we use the following notations:

∑
I ,

∑L
k=1,∑

I/l ,
∑L

k=1,k 6=l,
∑
{î} ,

∑N1

i1=1

∑N2

i2=1 · · ·
∑NL

iL=1,∑
{î}/{il} ,

∑N1

i1=1 · · ·
∑Nl−1

il−1=1

∑Nl+1

il+1=1 · · ·
∑NL

iL=1 =∑
k∈I/l

∑Nk

ik=1, and similar abbreviations apply to product∏
.

III. SINGLE-ROUND CONTROL PROTOCOLS

As introduced in Section II, single-round protocol is
simply an open-loop control strategy. This section first char-
acterizes the set of target tensors that are realizable by single-
round protocols. Then, the optimal control laws minimizing
the performance indicator (3) are derived.

A. Feasibility of Single-Round Protocols

The condition of existence of open-loop solutions can be
stated in terms of structure conditions of the target tensor as
discussed in [13]. For completeness of this paper, we briefly
introduce its conclusion.
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It is well known that for system (1), a target state Hî can
be realized at terminal time tf if and only if there exists a
control profile Uî(t) such that the following equation holds

Hî = Φ(tf , t0)xî(t0) +

∫ tf

t0

Φ(tf , t)

L∑
l=1

Blu
il
l (t)dt.

If it holds for all entries of a target tensor, one can verify by
direct checking that for any indices, il, i′l ∈ Cl, im, i′m ∈ Cm,
l,m ∈ I, the following equality holds

Hi1···il···im···iL −Hi1···il···i′m···iL

= Hi1···i′l···im···iL −Hi1···i′l···i′m···iL .
(5)

A target tensor H with all its entries satisfying condition (5)
is called compatible, otherwise is called incompatible.

Theorem 1: [13] There exist single-round control proto-
cols U(t) for linear system (1), such that H can be realized
if and only if H is compatible.

Therefore, a given target tensor may be not realizable with-
out communication strategies. For compatible target tensors,
the optimal control laws minimizing a quadratic control cost
function (14) exist and have been derived in [13] as well as in
the next subsection in a more explicit form. For incompatible
target tensors, signaling strategies should be added to result
in a multi-round protocol as in Section IV-B

B. Optimal Single-Round Controls

Given the utility function (3), we can find optimal open-
loop controls and optimal terminal states X̂(tf ) = {x̂î(tf ) ∈
Rn, î ∈ C1 × · · · × CL} to achieve its minimum.

Proposition 1: For an n-dimensional system with L a-
gents in (1), the set of single-round controls minimizing (3)
is given by: ∀l ∈ I, il ∈ Cl,

ûill (t) = BT
l ΦT (tf , t)D

il
l (tf , γ), (6)

the optimal terminal states at time tf are:

x̂î(tf , γ) = Φ(tf , t0)x0 +
∑
l∈I

Wl(t0, tf )Dil
l (tf , γ), (7)

and the optimal cost is:

J∗o (H, γ) =
1

2
∏
I Nk

∑
{î}

[γeT
î

(tf , γ)eî(tf , γ)

+
∑
l∈I

Dil
l (tf , γ)TWl(t0, tf )Dil

l (tf , γ)]
(8)

where

Dil
l (tf , γ) = γ(I + γ

∑
I
Wk)−1

∑
{î} dî(t0, tf )∏
I Nk

+

γ(I + γWl)
−1

(∑
{î}\{il} dî(t0, tf )∏

I\lNk
−
∑
{î} dî(t0, tf )∏
I Nk

)
(9)

dî(t0, tf ) = Hî − Φ(tf , t0)x0, (10)

and

eî(tf , γ) = Hî − x̂î(tf , γ)

= dî(t0, tf )−
∑
l∈I

Wl(t0, tf )Dil
l (tf , γ). (11)

The proof is omitted owing to space limitation.
Note that the above controls minimize the cost function

(3) but may be unable to solve the CBTR problem. To see
this, let γ →∞, and then the terminal state

x̂î(tf ,∞) = Φ(tf , t0)x0 +
∑
l∈I

WlD
il
l (tf ,∞)

= Φ(tf , t0)x0 +
∑
l∈I

[
Wl(

∑
I
Wk)−1

∑
{î} dî∏
I Nk

+

(∑
{î}\{il} dî∏
I\lNk

−
∑
{î} dî∏
I Nk

)]

= Φ(tf , t0)x0 +
∑
l∈I

(∑
{î}\{il} dî∏
I\lNk

)
−

(L− 1)
∑
{î} dî∏

I Nk

=
∑
l∈I

(∑
{î}\{il}Hî∏
I\lNk

)
−

(L− 1)
∑
{î}Hî∏

I Nk
(12)

is, in general, not equal to the target Hî, i.e., ∃î, eî(tf ,∞) 6=
0. This proves in a different manner from Theorem 1 that
the realizability of a target tensor (i.e. whether all entries
of H can be realized) cannot be guaranteed by single
round protocols. But, for target tensors that are compatible,
the CBTR controls can be readily obtained following from
Proposition 1.

Theorem 2: For an n-dimensional system with L agents
in (1), the following set of controls: ∀l ∈ I, il ∈ Cl,

ûill (t)= BT
l ΦT (tf , t)D

il
l (tf ,∞) (13)

can realize a compatible target tensor H while minimize the
control cost function

Js(U) =
1

2

∫ tf

t0

∑
l∈I

1

Nl

Nl∑
il=1

(uill (t))Tuill (t)dt. (14)

Proof: Since the controls in this theorem follows
directly from Proposition 1, we only need to show that all
entries of a compatible H can be exactly reached. First,
recall from [13] that every entry of a compatible H can be
expressed by

Hi1i2···iL = Hi11···1+H1i21···1+ · · ·H1···1iL−(L−1)H1···1.

Then, solving the system equation with the above control
inputs, one will get the same solutions as in (12) for every
terminal state xî(tf ). Now, considering an arbitrary choice
event of all agents i∗1i

∗
2 · · · i∗L, the corresponding terminal

state will be

xi∗1i∗2 ···i∗L(tf ) =
∑
l∈I

(∑
{î}/{i∗l }

Hî∏
I/lNk

)
− (L− 1)

∑
{î}Hî∏
I Nk

=
1∏
I Nk

(N1

∑
{î}/{i∗1}

Hî −
∑
{î}

Hî) + (N2

∑
{î}/{i∗2}

Hî

−
∑
{î}

Hî) + · · ·+ (NL

∑
{î}/{i∗L}

Hî −
∑
{î}

Hî) +
∑
{î}

Hî
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=
1∏
I Nk

∏
I/1

Nk(N1Hi∗11···1 −
N1∑
i1=1

Hi11···1)

+
∏
I/2

Nk(N2H1i∗21···1 −
N2∑
i2=1

H1i21···1) + · · ·

+
∏
I/L

Nk(NLH1···1i∗L −
NL∑
iL=1

H1···1iL)

+

∏
I/1

Nk

N1∑
i1=1

Hi11···1 +
∏
I/2

Nk

N2∑
i2=1

H1i21···1 + · · ·

+
∏
I/L

Nk

NL∑
iL=1

H1···1iL −
∏
I
Nk(L− 1)H1···1


= Hi∗11···1 +H1i∗21···1 + · · ·+H1···1i∗L − (L− 1)H1···1

= Hi∗1i
∗
2 ···i∗L .

This completes the proof.
Remark 1: In [13], equivalent optimal solutions for com-

patible target tensors have been derived, but each control
profile Uî needs to be computed as a whole. In contrast,
each control input in (13) has a separate expression, which
reduces the computational complexity for each agent.

IV. MULTI-ROUND CONTROL PROTOCOL

In this section, we propose multi-round protocols which
can solve the CBTR problem for arbitrarily defined target
tensors. Before that, the choice-free control law is presented
first, which can serve in a basic step of the multi-round pro-
tocol and the induced cost can be considered as a benchmark
for control protocols with signaling strategies.

A. Optimal choice-free control strategy

If the agents’ choices are fully disclosed to each other in
advance using any communication strategy, we get a series
of classical choice-free control problems whose optimal
solutions can be derived by minimizing a sequence of utility
functions: ∀î ∈ C1 × · · · × CL,

Jî(Uî, Hî, γ) =
1

2

∫ tf

t0

∑
l∈I

(uill (t))Tuill (t)dt

+
γ

2
[xî(tf )−Hî]

T [xî(tf )−Hî].

(15)

By standard procedures [14], the set of choice-free optimal
controls realizing one target Hî is: for l = 1, 2, · · · , L,

ûîl(t) = BT
l ΦT (tf , t)Pî(t0, γ), (16)

with

Pî(t0, γ) = γ[I + γ
∑
I
Wk(t0, tf )]−1dî(t0, tf ), (17)

and each control of an agent relies explicitly on the other
agents’ choices. The optimal terminal state is

x̂c
î
(tf , γ) = Hî −

1

γ
Pî(t0, γ). (18)

So, the optimal cost for a single target is derived as

Jî(Ûî, Hî, γ)=
1

2γ
PT
î

(t0, γ)(I + γ
∑
I
Wk(t0, tf ))Pî(t0, γ)

and the averaged optimal choice-free cost is

J∗c (H, γ) :=
1

ΠINk

∑
{î}

Jî(Ûî, Hî, γ)

=
1

2γΠINk

∑
{î}

PT
î

(t0, γ)(I + γ
∑
I
Wk(t0, tf ))Pî(t0, γ).

(19)

Letting γ →∞, (18) shows that x̂c
î
(tf ,∞) = Hî. Hence, the

CBTR problem can be solved for arbitrary target tensors if a
communication strategy can be introduced into control pro-
tocols. But, this protocol requires auxiliary communication
devices and channels. In the following, we will introduce
a two-round control protocol, the control-signaling strategy,
which does not rely on additional communication resources.

B. Control-Signaling Strategy

There have been various attempts of designing signaling
strategies as discussed in the Introduction. The basic idea is
to identify information from distinguishable system outputs.
Since we don’t consider disturbances in systems, control
protocols containing two rounds can be used: in the first
round (signaling round), agents use their control inputs to
indicate their choices via the system; in the second round
(control round), agents make observations, map the observed
system output to the corresponding target and apply controls
to achieve that desired target. We call such a protocol a
Control Signaling Strategy (CSS).

In the following, we propose a code-tensor approach to
indicate choices in the signaling round. Concretely, the target
tensor H is encoded to another tensor, named code tensor.
For H̃ = [H̃î] to be a code tensor for a target tensor H, it
should satisfy the following conditions

1) H̃ has the same dimension as H,
2) all entries H̃î of H̃ are achievable by system (1)

without information signaling; this is equivalent to say
that H̃ should be compatible,

3) and every H̃î can be distinguished from each other by
each agent.

Then, in the signaling round, from time t0 to some agreed
intermediate time t1 < tf , agents steer the system state to
reach an entry of the code tensor by applying choice-based
control law uill (t) ∈ ψs(x0, H̃) := {ψil

s (x0, H̃), il ∈ Cl, l ∈
I}. At time t1, every agent decides a target state from H
by decoding the observed system state x(t1) independently.
Finally, every agents applies their own choice-free control
laws uîl(t) ∈ ψc(X(t1),H) := {ψc,l(xî(t1), Hî), l ∈ I, î ∈
C1×· · ·×CL} to steer the system towards the decided target
during the time horizon [t1, tf ] of the control round.

Remark 2: The critical part of this CSS is reliable in-
formation decoding from the observed output at t1. For
deterministic systems, one signaling round with very low
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control cost is adequate to indicate without error the selected
target. For systems with disturbances, like a noisy communi-
cation channel, more rounds of control-signaling might be
applied so as to guarantee reliable information transmission.
In [15], the authors considered a choice inference strategy
for stochastic systems which allows two agents to infer each
other’s choice with multiple rounds of observations. But that
inferring strategy is for compatible target tensors only and
the complexity grows fast as the number of agents increases.

Given x0, H and a designed code tensor H̃, suppose
(ψ∗s (x0, H̃), ψ∗c (H̃,H)) is the set of optimal CSS for system
(1) subject to the utility function (3). Then,

Jcs(U, H̃,H, γ) := J((ψs, ψc),H, γ)

=
1

2

∫ t1

t0

∑
l∈I

1

Nl

Nl∑
il=1

(uill (t))Tuill (t)dt

+
1

2

∫ tf

t1

∑
l∈I

1

Nl

Nl∑
il=1

(uill (t))Tuill (t)dt

+
γ

2
∏

l∈I Nl

∑
{î}

[xî(tf )−Hî]
T [xî(tf )−Hî]

= Js(ψs(x0, H̃)) + Jc(ψc(H̃,H), γ)

≥ Js(ψ∗s (x0, H̃)) + Jc(ψ
∗
c (H̃,H), γ) =:J∗cs(H̃,H, γ)

where Js and Jc are defined in (14) and (19), respectively.
The optimal cost J∗cs(H̃,H, γ) subject to H̃ is achieved by
the following control law: during the signaling round (cf.
(13))

ûill (t) = BT
l ΦT (t1, t)D

il
l (t1,∞), t0 ≤ t ≤ t1, (20)

while during the control round (cf. (16))

ûîl(t) = BT
l ΦT (tf , t)Pî(t1, γ), t1 ≤ t ≤ tf (21)

where dî(t0, t1) = H̃î − Φ(t1, t0)x0 in Dil
l (t1,∞), and

dî(t1, tf ) = Hî − Φ(tf , t1)H̃î in Pî(t1, γ).
Remark 3: Notice that the controllers of the CSS are

not linear any more. The loss of linear structure of op-
timal controllers for decentralized linear systems has long
been noted when non-classical information structures were
encountered originally [1]. It was conjectured before that
nothing was to be gained by using nonlinear controllers
when the objective is to minimize a quadratic criterion for
a linear system with unconstrained control variables. For
the stochastic Witsenhausen’s counterexample [3], [16], the
optimal controller, although is still unknown [5], is not
linear. Nonlinear signaling control strategies can outperform
linear control strategies by an arbitrarily large ratio [4].
In the following we draw the same conclusion for linear
deterministic control systems with distributed choice actions.

C. Cost of the Control-Signaling Strategy

To compute the system cost with a CSS, we define code
tensors as follows.

Defination 1: Given δ > 0, if all entries of a finite
dimensional tensor T = [Tî ∈ Rn], which has the same

dimensions as a target tensor H, satisfy (5) and the Euclidean
distance ‖Tî − Tî′‖ ≥ δ, ∀î 6= î′, î, î′ ∈ C1 × · · · × CL, then
T can be a code tensor for H.

The optimal code tensor which can minimize the utili-
ty function (3) should be the minimizer of the following
quadratic programming problem:

min
T

J∗cs(T,H, γ)

s. t. ‖Tî − Tî′‖ ≥ δ, ∀î 6= î′

Tî ∈ Rn, ∀î, î′ ∈ C1 × · · · × CL.

However, this optimization problem is not convex and may
be hard to solve. In the following, we design code tensors
which have simple lattice structures.

Let ∆ ∈ Rn be a vector with Euclidean length ‖∆‖ = δ.
Let

H̃î = sî∆ + Φ(t1, t0)x0 (22)

where

sî = (i1 − 1)N2 · · ·NL + (i2 − 1)N3 · · ·NL

+ · · ·+ (iL−1 − 1)NL + (iL − 1)

=
∑
l∈I

(il − 1)

L∏
k=l+1

Nk (23)

is a bijection from C1×· · ·×CL to {0, 1, . . . , N1N2 · · ·NL}.
Since si1···il···im···iL−si1···il···i′m···iL = (im− i′m)×Nm+1×
· · · × NL = si1···i′l···im···iL − si1···i′l···i′m···iL , and ∀î 6= î′,
‖H̃î − H̃î′‖ = ‖k∆‖ = |k|δ, k ∈ Z \ {0}, the tensor [H̃î]
thus defined can be a code tensor for H.

Then the nonlinear control law in (20) (21) with (22) can
outperform the linear control law (6) as stated below.

Theorem 3: For system (1) with an incompatible target
tensor H and a corresponding code tensor H̃, there exists
a finite γ1 > 0, such that J∗cs(H̃, γ) < J∗o (H, γ) whenever
γ > γ1.

So, by using control for signaling, the control laws sac-
rifice the linear structure but accomplish tasks that linear
control strategies cannot and may incur less cost compared
with linear strategies.

We can also prove that both costs induced by the CSS and
that of single-round protocols are always larger than that by
the choice-free strategy which uses explicit communication.
A numerical result in section V also validates this point. So,
this increased portion of cost may be considered as the price
of communication.

V. AN EXAMPLE

Consider the sensor positioning system with three agents
a, b and c, each of whom has two regions marked in X-Y
coordinates in Fig. 1. The motion of the sensor is described
by the C-W equation (1) with x = [x1, x2, x3, x4]T and
system parameters [17]

A =


0 1 0 0
0 0 0 2ω
0 0 0 1
0 −2ω 3ω2 0

 , Bl =


0 0
1 0
0 0
0 1

 , l = 1, 2, 3,
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where x1 is the X-coordinate position, x3 is the Y-coordinate
position and ω = 7.2722×10−5 radians/s is the sensor’s orbit
angular velocity.

The target positions are defined as the centers of the
smallest circles containing the agents’ selected regions. Thus,
they are incompatible. The CSS in (20) (21) with code tensor
(22) was applied to generate the trajectories in Fig. 1, which
shows that every target position can be realized if chosen
by the agents. Fig. 2 shows that costs induced by the CSS
(J∗cs) and by the choice-free strategy (16) (J∗c ) are finite as γ
increases. But the cost with single round protocol (J∗o ) blows
up. This proves that single round protocols are infeasible for
incompatible targets.
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Fig. 1. All possible trajectories of the sensor according to the three agents’
choices. �: coordinates of the agents’ regions; ∗: target positions of the
sensor; ◦: code positions.
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Fig. 2. Cost values with three control strategies vs γ. The CSS outperforms
the optimal single-round control when γ is larger than about 600.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper we have investigated the control pro-
tocol design problem for linear choice-based action systems.
Three protocols are proposed to solve the CBTR problem and
optimal solutions are derived by minimizing an averaged cost
function. Especially, a two-round control protocol is shown
to be able to deal with incompatible target tensors. In the
future, the performance of the CSS comparing with choice-
free strategies should be analyzed so as to explore the value
of communication bits. Also, design of control protocols for
systems with disturbances, or observation noises is of great
interest.
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